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Our name may not be famous, but our products are world Famous

Sander diodes have been lighting up the world’s most iconic LED displays and industrial applications for over 25 
years. With billions of diodes installed in the world’s most recognizable LED displays, Sander has been the trusted 
source for high-brightness diodes and LED modules for decades. Utilizing the latest in materials and process tech-
nologies, our visible light emitting diodes produce a long-lasting and stable luminous intensity with consistent 
color quality and high reliability.  Chosen by world-class industrial, automotive, and display companies to light up 
their brand names, Sander diodes illuminate landmark LED applications recognized all around the planet—some 
can even be recognized from above the planet.     

A history of excellence in display quality diodes

The proof is in plain sight

Building a brighter world one diode at a time

Making display-quality diodes light up the right way requires a healthy dose of science, a good measure of technol-
ogy, a dash of artistry and a ton of experience. For the last two decades, Sander Electronics has been developing di-
odes specifically for display industry applications. Our formidable clients demand a reliable, high-brightness diode 
with consistent and persistent color that would outlast the harsh heat, high humidity and constant power cycling 
inherent in an outdoor LED display system. Sander has delivered billions of through-hole and SMD diodes to our 
discriminating clients, and today our tradition of excellence in manufacturing is passed down to a new generation 
of high-brightness white diodes and a rainbow of new diode packages. 

Sander Electronics earned their reputation for excellence in the trenches of Times Square, on the field at Dallas 
Stadium and upon the tallest towers of Hong Kong.  The proof of our quality and innovative 
history can be seen around the world on giant LED displays in places like Las Vegas, 
Atlantic City, and across the dashboards of the jet airliners that take you to 
these famous landmarks. 
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M&M 
LED Video Display
Times Square, New York

The Fremont Experience
Architectural Ceiling Display
Las Vegas, Nevada
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Unsurpassed Color matching technology developed in the crucible

Sander is unsurpassed in providing color-matched display-quality diodes built to withstand the harsh weather con-
ditions and constant use environment as required by large-format video displays.   Not available anywhere else, 
Sander’s proprietary color matching technology allows our engineers to match color, brightness and viewing angle 
to any existing diode sample to within ±2% accuracy.  

Sander’s research and development team was built in the crucible of Times Square—when the whole world is your 
stage, you have to get the colors right.  No other LED application requires very-long-term color consistency, extreme 
heat stability, and high-brightness output as outdoor digital signage. When those “other” diodes fade out, turn yel-
low, and ultimately fail — it’s time to call Sander.

The brand behind the brand name

Advanced optical grade epoxy & silicon encapsulation

Advanced optical encapsulation methods insure that Sander diodes are thermally, mechanically and chemically 
stable for the long haul. Our advanced optical grade epoxy and silicon encapsulation methods are optimized to 
prevent stress fractures, embedment stress and oxidation effects—all of which can lead to reduced transparency, 
cracking of chemical bonds, and diode failure.  

Sander’s unique humidity-controlled epoxy blending procedures ensure high moisture resistance preventing pre-
mature yellowing and degradation of light output.  UVA and UVB inhibitors further prevent the damaging effects of 
direct sunlight—a critical factor for outdoor LED video displays and signage.  

Our proprietary epoxy and silicon encapsulation methods ensure the best possible thermal characteristics and 
adhesion strength, meaning that Sander diodes will endure the rigors of extreme temperature fluctuations encoun-
tered in outdoor applications.  
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Commercial airline
Interior LED lighting

Automotive
led brake lights
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Exceeding rigorous standards for automotive lighting 

Sander diodes are used in a wide variety of automotive and industrial transportation applications. From brake lights 
to dashboard lights, and from subway lights the to the airport baggage pickup terminals, Sander diodes have been 
lighting the way for travelers for decades.

Consistently cool Color 

Custom electronics design and engineering support 

Driving THE lighting revolutionBuilding a brighter world one diode at a time

Sander provides engineering support and custom electronic component design to our OEM and development part-
ners. Our experienced team of hardware, software,  optical and mechanical engineers is here to ensure the success 
of your custom electronic component projects, lighting designs and LED displays. 

Sander high-brightness white diodes produce a consistently bright and stable CRI, and are used in energy efficient 
LED lighting applications around the planet. Our unique manufacturing technologies produces highly stabilized that 
colors that resist moisture, fading, and yellowing— meaning that your LED lights will remain bright white and trouble 
free for decades.



About sander electronics

Sander Electronics USA
Sales & Customer Support
PO Box 775
1249 Morning Song CT El Dorado Hills 
CA95762 USA 
www.sanderelectronics.com
info@sanderelectronics.com

Sander Electronics LED Plant 
3F, No. 153, Li-Kung St., 
Peitou Dist., 
Taipei City, Taiwan
www.sanderled.com.tw
info@sanderled.com.tw
Phone:          +886 2 2895 1361 
Fax:          +886 2 2896 4089

Sander Electronics SMD & UNIT Plant
No. 1, Ln. 315, Sec. 3, Wujie Rd., 
Wujie Township,
Yilan County 268, Taiwan 
www.sanderled.com.tw

High Brightness Light Emitting Diodes 
Sander diodes have been lighting up the world’s most iconic LED displays and notable industrial ap-
plications for over 25 years. Sander’s high-brightness through-hole and SMD diodes are available 
a wide range of shapes, sizes, viewing angles, colors and luminance standards suitable for high-
brightness LED lighting and display applications. 

OEM LED Display modules 
Sander manufactures a complete line of LED display modules for OEM applications. Our portfolio 
of OEM customers is extensive, having built the LED modules for many name brand manufactures 
recognized around the world. Sander LED modules have been lighting up the world’s most iconic 
LED displays and notable industrial applications for over 25 years. With billions of diodes installed 
in the world’s most recognizable LED displays, Sander is the trusted OEM resource for high bright-
ness LED display modules.

OEM LED Electronic and lighting Components 
Sander provides engineering support and custom electronic component de-
sign to our OEM and development partners. Our ability to assemble 
and manufacture custom LED components is unsurpassed. Because 
we manufacture diodes, we have a unique knowledge of 
assembly techniques not found anywhere else. 
Sander is currently the only LED assembler 
and manufacture in Taiwan.  

About Sander Electronics

Phone:    800-865-7128
Fax:    800-864-7128
Support:  916-276-4448
Sales:    916-225-2062


